COMMISSIONER OF U.S. U.S. WAR SPEAKS TONIGHT

Charles Edward Russell will give Lecture on of Patriotic Propaganda

WAS WITH BOOT IN TRIP TO RUSSIA

Hand Many Narrow3 Reaper Services German Return—Re
d on National Council.

IOWA STAFF WILL ATTEND PRESS MEET

IOWA COLLEGE PRESS ASSOCIATION Hold New Spot Rtg of Rapidis This Week.

CABETS TOLD OF U.S. War POLICY

Polk Politics Deliver Lecture Before Cadet Regiment.

"The Military Policy of the United States in the War" was the subject of the lecture given yesterday afternoon before the Cadet Regiment by Polk. Prof. Louis Locy, superintendent of the department of history.

"The rate of the Confederate war in Florida. The Black Hawk war in Florida was flirmer in northern Illinois and in the southern States than in the north. The states has received the whole war of the Union and the Union States, 1863 to 1877, long war against the enemy."

Charles Edward Russell, the great labor leader, who has just returned from Russia as a member of the Russian commission headed by Illi- by Illi Ily, has a special gift for the public. His views on the conditions in Russia, his analysis of the problems of the states of America and his position as a labor leader have made him a prominent figure in the world of politics.

The chief duty assigned to him is to consult with the state commissioners and to make report to the commission. He has also been instructed to procure a letter of introduction to the Russian government.

While in Russia, Mr. Russell ran a campaign among the Russians in favor of the commission. He has been in Russia for several months, and has been in constant communication with the commission. He has also been in constant communication with the commission.

Tuesday-Two of the Daily Press staff will attend the Iowa College Press Association meeting to be held at Hotel Moton on Cedar Rapids Friday and Saturday March 1 and 2. In addition to the general reports, the staff members will be given an opportunity to represent the University.

Some women will be present and will be given an opportunity to represent the University.

Saratoga meeting will be taken up with a general meeting at 9:15 in which reports of the various college papers will be presented. The meet will be addressed by some prominent newspaper man in the state.

In the evening, the question of the future of women's newspapers is to be discussed.

The beauty contest of the con-

in the election of officers, and reports of committees will be held at 9:15 in the afternoon and will be preceded by an address.

A banquet at 9:15 will be followed by dancing and will be seeded by the Iowa College Press Association.

Demos will be served until 11:30.

ROTORIO MEETS TONIGHT

The Oceano society will meet at 7:45 this evening and will elect officers for the coming year.

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Kansas City Board of Trade will meet this afternoon at the Hotel Kansas City.

HAWKEYE WRESTLERS WIN FROM HOOSIERS IN OPENING Contest

Indiana Falls Before Patt Wright's Wrestling Club

Hawkeye wrestlers won easily from the Hoosiers in the opening meet of the season this Saturday afternoon. Indiana was defeated by the Hawkeyes by the score of 22 to 10. The Hawkeyes were led by Walt Russell, who was in fine form. Russell won several matches, and was expected to win all of his matches. In the second period, Russell was defeated by Indiana's captain, but he came back and maintained the offensive throughout the match.

"The Hawkeye" one of the stiffest battles of the year Friday night. The decision of the game hung in the balance until the final bell rang and the score was tied. Times again the score was knotted, but in the second period the Hawkeyes took the lead and held it to the finish.

Iowa Wrestling Club was defeated by Cornell 10 to 7. Eight matches were held and Iowa won six of them.
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OBERLIN STUDENTS PROTEST

The students at Oberlin College have been protesting against the war for several weeks. The protest has been met with some support from other students who also feel that the war is unjust. The Oberlin students have been holding meetings and distributing literature to encourage others to join in their protests.
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Pastime

TODAY & TOMORROW

GLADYS BROCKWELL

The girl with 1000 experiences in

"THE MORAL LAW"

Also a 2-Role Comedy

ADMISSION 5c and 10c

Ever been without a letter from home for a couple of weeks? Do you know how that feels? ALL RIGHT! The fellows at the front don't hear from home for months at a time. So send the lowan to him the rest of the semester.

HIGH SCHOOL BOYS HAVE LARGE E ORGANIZATION

The high school Y. M. C. A. is growing by leaps and bounds. Attendance at devotional meetings has increased forty-five in three weeks. The organization is now in the hands of Glen Wilson, a University student.

The boys meet at Glee hall every Monday night. Prof. A. D. Sticks was the speaker last evening, and present the idea is to plan for a glee club and orchestra. They expect soon to give an entertaining program to which all the high schools of the city will be invited.

The "High Y." according to its members, has had to become the most active factor in high school life this spring.

TEACHERS WANTED

Thousands of teachers needed to fill vacancies in Central and Western states for next year. Register now.

COLE 4, COMMITTEE. Write for blanks today.


Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

The University of Chicago

STUDENT

ONLY TWO WEEKS TO GO

In the Winter's Folk Song Contest

So much interest has been shown in the winter's folk song contest that our registration office has been busily working on the contest all fall to be ready for the contest when it is opened.

We are happy to announce that we have received a large amount of material from all parts of the country. The contest is open to anyone who is interested in folk songs.

We will hold the contest in three sections:

1. Songs from the United States
2. Songs from Canada
3. Songs from other countries

Each section will be judged on:

- Accuracy of text
- Melody
- Arrangement

Prizes will be awarded to the winners in each section, as well as a group prize for the best performance overall.

ELGIN THEATRE

The City's Metropolitan Playhouse

TODAY

The Big Colored Show

"The Smarter Set"

Prices, 25c to $1.00

Tomorrow

Mary Pickford

In her Greatest Picture

"THE LITTLE AMERICAN"

LATIN EXHIBIT NOW ON DISPLAY

Head of Madison High School With Several Others Will Speak.

The Latin exhibit from the New-

Black, New Jersey public library is

now on display in the corridors of the library building for the rest of the week. The department of

education with the department of Latin has secured this exhibit while it was in the library building. It was on exhibition.

The exhibit is designed as an illustration of one of the best forms of equipment for Latin

work in the country. At this time there is a conference of Latin teachers of the state will be held on March 9 and 10.

GERMANS BEATEN AGAIN

The Germans have been beaten again. If you doubt it let me take you on a tour of the university hospital where a few weeks ago there were many cases of German measles. Recently the measles ward was the noisiest in the building. It is now quiet and the nurses are enjoying a rest.

Only three cases of the total German disease are being treated at present and there have been no new cases for several days. Each day for the past week, students who have shown the measles have been allowed to leave the hospital and according to the nurses and doctors in charge there is little chance of many new cases developing.

COOPER WITH ARTILLERY

Cliffon C. Cooper, former student of the University of Idaho and member of the 54th heavy artillery, except one member of the medical corps. He was in Capt. Wright that his chances for an appointment to the next officer's training camp are good, as he has had previous training here.

Mr. Cooper is the only college student in the Northwest who has experienced the field artillery division of the United States. He now lives in Port Dudo, Florida.

Mr. Cooper is the only college student in the Northwest who has experienced the field artillery division of the United States. He now lives in Port Dudo, Florida.

NORTHEASTERN TRACTORS

For the entire West and Alaska. The leading and largest agency.

FREE REGISTRATION. Enroll now. Seattle, Idaho.

CLIP THIS AND SEND IT TODAY

Outside of U. S., 50c Additional for Postage
HAWKES WRESTLERS
WIN FROM HOOSIERS
IN OPENING Contest

(Continued from page 1.)

The Iowa rifle team made high scores in this, their first two meets ended in a draw, although incorporated theドラマ and exercours. The final day's course on the New College's fingerling. The two first matches were matches at the high school gymnasium Saturday. "Taking into consideration the new crew, which is a little less than a quarter of an inch in diameter, and the fact that many of the men are now at the same age the scores indicate that Iowa will hold high for a national championship this year," says Capt. Donald Price. Rifle shooting at Iowa this past week has kept pace with the newly aroused interest in the sport and about fifty visitors a day have usually been printed. In.

Harry Hunzelman, star football letter of Iowa over Young of Indiana in in for the first two matches were

Neither Iowa nor Indiana had

A crowd of twelve hundred, mostly men, attended, and the enthusiasm illustrated that wrestling has estab-

ered itself as a regular sport. The gym team experimented between bouts with a series of stunts on the horizon bar.

Neither Iowa nor Indiana had a man in to either in the heavy-weight class.

Summary

135 pound—Fall by Wagner of Iowa over Young of Indiana in first bout. Time 2:59. Held, body

scissors and half-squad.

135 pound—Decision to Iowa over Hoosier of Indiana after three seven and two three-minute periods.

135 pound—Fall by Dalzell of Indiana over Young of Iowa in third period. Time 3:01. Held, body

scissors.

135 pound—Decision to Indiana over Idaho of Iowa after three seven-minute periods.

135 pound—Fall to Hart of Idaho over Iowa in third period. Time 3:19. Held, body

scissors and body scissors.

Miss Sorority Girl

With the settled party girls, why worry? It’s so easy. Just call the Yellow Pages, the

cleaner that “Kleen Klotes Kleen.”

210 S. Dubuque Street

Falt Peckes, Quality and Service.

VENUS PENCILS

Three famous penn- 

ecils are the standard by which all other pencils are judged.

17 black degrees 6 readjust to 91/2 degrees 4 hand-finished 8 hand-finished 2

For the Sales Agent

FREE!
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HALL & HICKS

UP TO DATE WORK

IN AN UP TO DATE SHOP

BY UP TO DATE

BARBERS

ENGLELET THEATER BUILDING

HILL & HICKS

REPAIRING DONE CHEAPLY

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

PHONE 1137

110 IOWA AVE.